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such systems with evolutionary models
of our own solar system.
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modern techniques such as radial ve-
locities, planetary occultations (transits)
and micro-lensing. Once ALMA is avail-
able we will be able to undertake mo-
lecular line observations of the atmos-
pheres of planets and other bodies
which will give new knowledge of plan-
etary “weather”, the structure of atmos-
pheric wind and the variations in chem-
ical constituents. Studies of proto-plan-
etary disks will be carried out using the
recently available IR facilities. ALMA,
with its sensitivity and resolving power,
will be the ideal instrument to provide
definite answers regarding the forma-
tion and evolution of proto-planetary
disks. Their images will have enough
detail to allow astronomers to see
chemical variations in proto-planetary
systems and to permit them to compare

mega-telescopes  and  their  IR  instru-
mentation  it  will  be  possible  to  in-
vestigate the  physical  characteristics
of  these objects, particularly those in
orbit around nearby stars which will al-
low us to obtain their masses. ALMA
will be a perfect instrument for the fol-
low-up studies of brown dwarfs found in
these studies.

• Extrasolar planets and proto-plane-
tary disks. – One of the great appeals
of astronomy is undoubtedly its poten-
tial to help us understand the origin of
our planet. The Centre will foster the
development of the area of planetary
science, currently non-existent in the
country, starting from available human
resources. This would be accomplished
by joining and developing searches for
extrasolar planetary systems using
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Introduction

The Shapley Supercluster is the
largest bound structure identified in the
local Universe (z < 0.1). In this article,
we discuss the role of superclusters as
present-day “turning points” in the
growth of structure in the Universe. We
review observations of the Shapley
Supercluster and their interpretation,
particularly with regard to its dynamics
and the determination of its mass,
much of which has been done by our
group, centred at Pontificia Universidad
Católica de Chile. Finally, we describe
our recent application of a spherical
collapse model to the supercluster, and
discuss possibilities of future progress.

1. Cosmological Structure
Formation and Superclusters

Observations of the cosmic micro-
wave background radiation show mat-
ter in the early Universe to be very uni-
formly distributed, with large-scale den-
sity perturbations as small as 1 part in
105 (Smoot et al. 1992). This is in strong
contrast with the present-day Universe
and its highly overdense condensa-
tions, such as galaxies and clusters of
galaxies. A natural and widely accepted
explanation for the growth of the densi-
ty perturbations is that initially slightly
overdense regions attract the surround-

ing matter more strongly than under-
dense regions. Therefore, the expan-
sion of overdense regions is slowed
down with respect to underdense re-
gions, and the density contrast grows.
Eventually, regions of large enough
overdensity can stop their expansion
altogether and start recontracting. Their
collapse is then followed by a process
of relaxation or “virialisation”, after
which the resulting object is in an ap-
proximate equilibrium state, in which its
structure is only occasionally perturbed
by merging with other objects. This state
is well described by the virial theorem
of classical mechanics, which states
that in such an equilibrium state the
gravitational potential energy of the ob-
ject is proportional to the total kinetic
energy of the smaller objects randomly
moving inside it (stars in a galaxy,
galaxies in a cluster of galaxies). This
theorem allows to infer the mass of the
object (which determines the gravita-
tional potential) from the measured ve-
locity dispersion and size of the col-
lapsed structure.

Inflationary models for the early
Universe predict a well-defined relation
between the amplitude of the “initial”
density fluctuations on different spatial
scales. The prediction, corroborated by
several sets of observations, implies
that the fluctuations are largest on the
smallest scales. Since fluctuations on

aIl significant scales grow at the same
rate, those on the smallest scales will
first reach turnaround and virialisation.
Thus, the chronological order of forma-
tion of objects proceeds from small to
large, i.e., from globular clusters1 to
galaxies, groups of galaxies, and final-
ly to galaxy clusters, the largest viri-
alised known structures at present. The
next larger objects, namely groupings
of clusters of galaxies, or superclusters,
should presently be undergoing gravi-
tational collapse, whereas even larger
structures should still be expanding and
only slightly denser than average.

On the largest scales, the Universe is
still undergoing a nearly uniform expan-
sion. For a very distant galaxy, its red-
shift factor 1 + z, defined as the ratio of
the observed wavelength of a given line
in the spectrum to the wavelength of
the same line at its emission, is a good
approximation to the factor by which
the Universe expanded in all spatial di-
rections while the radiation was travel-
ling through it. From a Newtonian point
of view, applicable to regions much
smaller than the Hubble length2, this is

1Structures much smaller than globular clusters
cannot collapse spontaneously, since their gravita-
tional attraction is not strong enough to overcome
the pressure of the intergalactic gas. Therefore,
stars are formed only within collapsing or already
collapsed larger structures. 
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ies in Centaurus that appears to be one
of the most populous yet discovered,
[...], oval in form with dimensions
roughly 2.8° by 0.8°”, and centred at the
position of the very rich cluster Shapley
8 (Shapley 1933). It was later rediscov-
ered, identified with an X-ray source,
called SC 1326-311 (Lugger et al.
1978), and is now more commonly
known as A3558 (Abell et al. 1989).

This structure gained attention when
a dipole anisotropy in the cosmic micro-
wave background radiation (CMBR)
was detected and interpreted as due to
the Earth’s motion with respect to the
homogeneous background frame de-
fined by the CMBR (Smoot & Lubin
1979 and references therein). Correct-
ing for small-scale, local motions, the
velocity of the Local Group of galaxies3

with respect to the CMBR is � 600
km/s (e.g., Peebles 1993), approxi-
mately in the direction of the structure
found by Shapley, but long forgotten.
Initially, it was thought that this motion
was produced by the gravitational at-
traction of the Hydra-Centaurus Super-

unrelated to their distance from us. In
this limit, structure along the line of
sight is difficult to discern, but the dis-
persion of redshifts allows to determine
the object’s mass, as discussed above.

In the intermediate regime, of interest
here, the situation is much more murky.
Deviations from the uniform expansion
are large, some parts of a structure may
be expanding while others are contract-
ing at the same time, but no virial equi-
librium has been reached. More de-
tailed modelling is generally required to
disentangle the three-dimensional mor-
phology and the internal dynamics of the
structure. If this can be done, one of its
by-products are the masses of these
structures, which can be used to con-
strain the spectrum of initial fluctuations,
an important ingredient of all models of
cosmological structure formation.

2. The Shapley Supercluster

According to recent catalogues of ag-
glomerations of clusters of galaxies
(Zucca et al. 1993; Einasto et al. 1997),
the so-called Shapley Supercluster is
by far the largest such structure in the
local Universe, out to z ~ 0.1. Its core
region was first pointed out by Shapley
(1930), who noticed a “cloud of galax-

equivalent to write the present-day re-
cession velocity of the galaxy as vr = cz
= H0d, where c is the speed of light, z is
the same as in the previous definition,
H0 is the Hubble parameter (see foot-
note 2), and d is the (Euclidean) dis-
tance between us and the object, there-
fore allowing us to (approximately) infer
the distance from the measurement of
z. Knowledge of an object’s sky co-or-
dinates α and δ and its redshift z allow
its approximate positioning in the three-
dimensional space, and large cata-
logues of objects with this information
can be used to trace the three-dimen-
sional large-scale structure.

In virialised structures, on the other
hand, there is no expansion, and red-
shift differences between constituent
objects are due to the local kinematic
Doppler effect resulting from relative
motions within the structure, which are

Figure 1: Two projections of the distribution of galaxies with measured redshifts in the region of the Shapley Supercluster. The radial co-or-
dinate, the recession velocity determined from the redshift, cz, measured in km/s, is an imperfect surrogate (see text) for the galaxy’s dis-
tance to us, which would be at the vertex. The angle in panel (a) is right ascension α in hours (1 h = 15°), in panel (b) it is declination δ in de-
grees. Both angles are expanded relative to their true size.

2The Hubble length is c/H0 � 5000 Mpc, where
H0 is the “Hubble parameter”, i.e., the present ex-
pansion rate of the Universe, and 1 Mpc (mega-
parsec = 3.086 × 1019 km = 3.261 million light-
years, roughly the distance between our Galaxy
and Andromeda or the size of a cluster of galaxies.
The Hubble length is roughly the distance tra-
versed by a light ray during the age of the
Universe, much larger than the size of any of the
structures being discussed here.

3This group contains our own Galaxy (the “Milky
Way”), M 31 (“Andromeda”), and 20 or so smaller
galaxies, such as M32, M33, and the Magellanic
Clouds.

(a) (b)
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at declination δ � –30°, telescopes in
Chile are ideally suited for its study. In
fact, Bardelli and collaborators have
made extensive use of the ESO 3.6-m
for a detailed study of the very dense
condensations around the clusters A
3558 and A 3528, whereas Quintana
and collaborators mostly took advan-
tage of the large field (1.5° × 1.5°) of the
2.5-m telescope at nearby Las Campa-
nas, in order to cover a much wider
area, ~ 8° × 10°. Their papers discuss
quantitative and qualitative properties
of individual clusters and the morpholo-
gy of the SSC (under the assumption
that redshifts indicate distances, at least
on the global scale of the supercluster).
The most detailed discussion so far of
the latter was given by Quintana et al.
(2000), who find the SSC to consist of
several subcondensations with filamen-
tary structures emerging and connect-
ing them. Two projections of the “three-
dimensional galaxy distribution” in right
ascension α, declination δ, and reces-
sion velocity cz are given in Figure 1.

Different methods have been used to
put bounds on the mass and density of
parts of the SSC6:

(1) adding up the masses of indi-
vidual clusters determined through the
virial theorem (e.g., Quintana et al. 1995,
1997) or from X-ray observations (Ray-
chaudhury et al. 1991; Ettori et al. 1997),
which of course gives a lower bound on
the total mass, as intercluster matter is
not taken into account;

(2) estimates of the overdensity on
the basis of galaxy counts on the sky,
e.g., in 2 dimensions, having to make
educated guesses as to the SSC’s
depth and the fraction of the observed
galaxies belonging to the SSC as op-
posed to the foreground or background
(Raychaudhury 1989);

(3) estimates of the overdensity from
counts in 3-dimensional redshift space,
assuming that the redshift is a good dis-
tance indicator (Bardelli et al. 1994,
2000), i.e., that the SSC is still in the ini-
tial expansion phase; and

(4) virial estimates applied to the
whole or a large part of the SSC (Mel-
nick & Moles 1987; Quintana et al.
1995; Ettori et al. 1997), which requires,
at least conceptually, that the SSC has
already ended its collapse phase and
relaxed to an equilibrium state.

We emphasise that methods 3 and 4
place the supercluster at opposite ends
of its dynamical evolution, which are
both not correct according to the dis-
cussion  in  Section 2. For the sake of
argument, consider a homogeneous
structure exactly at turnaround. At that
instant, there are no internal motions,
and  all  galaxies  within  the  structure
are therefore at the same redshift.
Analysing this structure with method 3,

was Raychaudhury (1989) who pointed
out that the concentrations found by all
these authors were the same, and
coined the name “Shapley Super-
cluster”. He confirmed a strong concen-
tration of galaxies in that direction,
based on a much larger catalogue than
that used by Shapley, estimated its to-
tal luminosity, L, and found that an
enormous mass-to-light ratio,5 M/L �
6000hM�/L�, is required to produce
the observed Local Group motion.

We will not attempt to review all the
subsequent work carried out on the
Shapley Supercluster, but only highlight
a few contributions which are important
to the present purpose. Spectroscopic
observations, with the main purpose of
obtaining redshifts, in order to deter-
mine masses and trace the 3-dimen-
sional structure of the SSC, were carried
out by several groups, but most inten-
sively and systematically by two of them:
Quintana and collaborators (Quintana
et al. 1995, 1997, 2000; Drinkwater et al.
1999) and Bardelli and collaborators
(Bardelli et al. 1994, 1998, 2000, 2001;
early work reported in The Messenger:
Bardelli et al. 1993). Since the SSC is

cluster, at cz � 3000 km/s. However,
Dressler et al. (1987) found a coherent
streaming velocity beyond this struc-
ture, out to cz � 6000 km/s, implying
that, if there was one single or domi-
nant “attractor”, this had to be further
away. Melnick and Moles (1987), using
redshift data gathered in “SC 1326-311”
by Melnick and Quintana (1981) and
preliminary data taken over a more ex-
tended region by Quintana and Melnick
(later published in Quintana et al. 1995),
showed that there is a much larger con-
centration at cz � 14,000 km/s, which
they called the “Centaurus Superclus-
ter”, giving a first mass estimate for its
central region, based on the virial theo-
rem, as 2.5 × 1015 h–1 M� within 1° or
~ 2.5 h–1 Mpc,4 and finding that this is
far from the mass needed, by itself, to
produce the required acceleration of
the Local Group over the age of the
Universe. Scaramella et al. (1989)
pointed out that there is a large con-
centration of clusters in the direction of
the Local Group motion, which they
called “α-region”, without reference to
either Shapley or Melnick & Moles. It

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the spherical collapse model. A discussion is given in
the text.

4Here, h = H0/(100 km/s/Mpc) � 0.5 – 0.8 is the
standard parametrisation of our ignorance regard-
ing the exact value of the Hubble parameter, and
M�, is the mass of the Sun, 2 × 1030 kg.

5L� = 4 × 1026 watts is the luminosity of the Sun.
The typical mass-to-light ratio of a cluster of galax-
ies is ~ 300hM�/L� (Peebles 1993).

6We will not go here into the still unresolved and
perhaps somewhat academic question of what
would be meant by “the whole SSC”. See Quintana
et al. (2000) for a recent discussion.
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panding, to the moment at which the
structure emitted the light currently be-
ing observed), the speed of each shell
can be written as

Equations (1) can also be combined to
yield

the mass enclosed within the shell of
current radius r. Therefore, having an
estimate for t1 (depending on the cos-
mological model), a measurement of
the radial velocity r• for each shell would

any given shell’s radius, r(t), to be writ-
ten in the familiar parametric form,

(e.g., Peebles 1993, chapter 20), where
A and B are constants for any given
shell, determined by the enclosed mass
M and the shell’s total energy per unit
mass, G is Newton’s gravitational con-
stant, and η labels the “phase” of the
shell’s evolution (initial “explosion” at η
= 0, maximum radius or “turnaround” at
η = π, collapse at η = 2π). As we are ob-
serving many shells at one given cos-
mic time t1 (measured from the Big
Bang, at which all shells started ex-

one would argue that there is a finite
number of objects within a vanishing
volume, and therefore an infinite densi-
ty would be inferred. With method 4, the
vanishing kinetic energy of the structure
is taken to reveal a vanishing potential
energy, and therefore a vanishing mass
density. In practice, this state of zero
motion is of course never realised,
mostly because superclusters are never
homogeneous, but always contain sub-
structure (most prominently clusters of
galaxies) whose internal velocity dis-
persions produce a spread in redshift
space, in this way making both esti-
mates give finite results. However, it is
not fully clear whether these finite re-
sults are close to the true values to be
determined7. So far, details in the defini-
tion of the volume to be considered ap-
pear to be more important than the
choice of method. The average density
within a large radius, ~ 10h–1 Mpc,
around the SSC’s centre generally
comes out to be a few times the cos-
mological critical density ρc = 3H0

2/
(8πG), not far from the density expect-
ed at turnaround (~ 5ρc). This makes
the discussion above particularly rele-
vant, as more and more data on this
and other superclusters are being ac-
cumulated.

3. Spherical Collapse Models

In order to avoid considering only the
extreme limiting cases of pure Hubble
expansion or a time-independent equi-
librium state, Reisenegger et al. (2000)
considered a simplified, spherical mod-
el that allows to calculate the full, non-
linear dynamical evolution from the ini-
tial (Big Bang) expansion through turn-
around until the final collapse. This
model, pioneered by Regos & Geller
(1989) and applied by them to the in-
falling galaxies in the outskirts of indi-
vidual clusters, treats the matter as
composed of concentric spherical
shells, each of which first expands and
then contracts under the gravitational
pull of the enclosed matter (composed
of the smaller shells). If the structure
has an outwardly decreasing density
profile, the innermost shells will col-
lapse most rapidly, and no crossing of
shells will occur at least until the first
shells have collapsed, so the mass M
enclosed in each shell is a constant in
time.8 This allows the time evolution of

Figure 3: Distribution of galaxies and clusters of galaxies in the Shapley Supercluster, with
reference to the central cluster A 3558. The abscissa represents the projected angular dis-
tance θ of each object to the centre of A 3558, related to the projected physical distance by
r⊥ = 2.5 θ [degrees] h–1 Mpc, where our distance to A 3558 is taken to be cz/H0 = 143 h–1

Mpc. The vertical axis is the line-of-sight velocity, cz. Dots are individual galaxies, circles rep-
resent the centres of clusters and groups of galaxies. Note the dense region extending hori-
zontally from the location of A 3558 (circle at θ = 0, cz � 14,300 km s–1), which is interpret-
ed as the collapsing structure. (Figure reproduced from Reisenegger et al. 2000.)

7Simulations by Small et al. (1998) of super-
clusters near turnaround within popular cosmolog-
ical models show at least the virial mass estimate
to be surprisingly accurate. It remains to be deter-
mined how sensitive this result is to the dynamical
state (or density) of the supercluster and to the
amount of structure on smaller scales, and
whether the galaxy overdensity method is similarly
accurate.

8Since the density in a (proto-)cluster or super-
cluster is always much larger than the presently
popular value of the “cosmological constant” or
“exotic energy” density, the effect of the latter on
the dynamics can be safely ignored, except in its
contribution to the age of the Universe, i.e., the
time available for the collapse to occur.

(1)
(2)

(3)
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radii, i.e., that all galaxies within the
dense region are gravitationally bound
to the structure. One has to assume fur-
ther that the radial density profile lies
between ρ ∝ r–3 and ρ ∝ r–2, as in the
outskirts of simulated clusters of galax-
ies (e.g., Navarro, Frenk, & White
1997). Nevertheless, tests of this mod-
el in numerical simulations shows it to
work quite well in the infall regions
around clusters (Diaferio & Geller 1997;
Diaferio 1999).

Figure 4 shows the enclosed mass
as a function of radius, M (r), as deter-
mined by the two methods discussed,
together with a third determination,
namely the cumulative mass of the
clusters enclosed in the given projected
radius. The cluster mass estimates,
M500, taken from Ettori et al. (1997) for
the most important clusters, are mass-
es within a radius enclosing an average
density 500 times the critical density ρc.
This is substantially higher than the
standard “virialisation density” of ~ 200
ρc, and therefore gives a conservative
lower limit to the total virialised mass,
which may be increased by a factor
~ (500/200)1/2 � 1.58 for a more realis-
tic estimate.

Given the simplifications and uncer-
tainties involved, there seems to be fair
agreement among the different mass
determinations, and it seems safe to
say that the mass enclosed by radius r
= 8h–1 Mpc lies between 2 × 1015h–1 M�

and 1.3 × 1016h–1 M�, corresponding to
a density range ρ/ρc ~ 3–20. It is inter-
esting, nevertheless, that Diaferio &
Geller’s method gives results that differ
so little from the lower limit to the viri-
alised mass in clusters. Therefore, if
this method is applicable to the SSC,
either there is very little mass outside
the clusters of galaxies, or the cluster
mass estimates are systematically
high.

For comparison, the mass required
at the distance of the SSC to produce
the observed motion of the Local Group
with respect to the cosmic microwave
background is Mdipole � 2.8 × 1017h–1

M�, where a standard value for the
cosmological density parameter, Ωm ~
0.3, has been assumed.9 The mass
within 8h–1 Mpc can therefore produce
at most ~ 5% of the observed Local
Group motion, which makes it unlikely
that even the whole SSC would domi-
nate its gravitational acceleration. On
the other hand, consistent models of
the density and velocity distribution on
large scales (where density fluctuations
are small) in the local Universe can now
be built (e.g., Branchini et al. 1999). In
these, the SSC figures prominently, al-
though the Local Group motion origi-
nates from a combination of several “at-
tractors”.

formally divergent, and it should also be
very high in the enclosed region, mak-
ing the identification of the caustics rel-
atively unambiguous. Figure 3 shows r⊥
and cz for the galaxies in the SSC’s
(projected) central area. The dense re-
gion enclosed by the caustics clearly
stands out.

The caustics amplitude, A(r⊥), is a
decreasing function of r⊥, related to the
radial velocity, r• (r), by a transformation
akin to the Legendre transform familiar
from thermodynamics and classical
mechanics (Reisenegger et al. 2000,
Appendix). This transformation can in
general not be directly inverted. Given
A(r⊥), one can in the general case only
obtain an upper bound on r• (r), and
therefore an upper bound on the en-
closed mass M (r).

Furthermore, as Diaferio & Geller
(1997) pointed out, even if the
large-scale shape of the structure is
roughly spherical, it is expected to have
substructure with random velocities.
These add to the purely radial infall ve-
locities, washing out the caustics and
expanding the redshift range covered
by galaxies in the collapsing structure,
which further increases the estimated
mass. To cure this problem, they pro-
pose the alternative relation:

There is no rigorous derivation for this
result, although it can be justified
heuristically by assuming that A(r⊥) re-
flects the escape velocity at different

allow to solve for η and, thus, M for the
same shell. Since redshift measure-
ments yield velocity components along
the line of sight, the determination of r•

is possible in an indirect and somewhat
limited way, as follows.

Along a given line of sight through
the collapsing structure, passing at a
distance r⊥ from its centre, there can be
galaxies at different distances from the
observer, whom we take to be at the
bottom of Figure 2. A galaxy at the
same distance as the centre of the
structure falls towards the latter per-
pendicularly to the line of sight, and
therefore has the same redshift as the
centre. Galaxies farther away from the
observer have a velocity component to-
wards the observer, so their redshift is
somewhat lower than that of the struc-
ture’s centre. The opposite happens
with galaxies closer to the observer (not
shown), qualitatively inverting the red-
shift-distance relation familiar from
Hubble’s law. The redshift difference
between a galaxy and the structure’s
centre is small both when the galaxy is
close to the centre (because the veloc-
ity is perpendicular to the line of sight),
and when it is far away (because the
gravitational pull is weak), so it has to
take its extreme (positive or negative)
value at an intermediate distance from
the centre (rm in Fig. 2), thus defining
two symmetric “caustics” in redshift
space, of amplitude vmax = A(r⊥).

Note that, generally, there will be
galaxies also outside the caustics, cor-
responding to the expanding Universe
far away from the collapsing structure.
However, the density at the caustics is

Figure 4: Enclosed mass as a function of radius around A 3558 given by different methods.
The solid line is the sum of masses of clusters and groups within the given radius, taking their
projected distance as the true distance to A 3558. The dashed and dot-dashed lines are up-
per bounds to the total mass based on the pure spherical infall model, for a Universe domi-
nated by a cosmological constant and for a Universe with critical matter density, respective-
ly. The solid-dotted line is the estimate from Diaferio & Geller’s (1997) escape-velocity mod-
el. (Figure reproduced from Reisenegger et al. 2000.)

(4)

9Ωm is the ratio of the average mass density in
the Universe to the critical density. The required
Mdipole is proportional to Ωm

0.4.
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preparation). A more homogeneous
catalogue might also allow to attempt a
three-dimensional, non-spherical mod-
el of the SSC, perhaps along the lines
of recent work on recovering the initial
density fluctuations from the present-
day redshift-space density distribution
in a mildly nonlinear density field (Gold-
berg & Spergel 2000; Goldberg 2001).
Numerical simulations of superclusters
can also be run in order to test and cal-
ibrate dynamical models to be applied
to the SSC.
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4. Conclusions and Further
Work

The SSC is undoubtedly a remark-
able structure in a very interesting dy-
namical state, which deserves further
study. A first attempt at a truly dynami-
cal model of the supercluster has been
made, but much further progress is
possible, at least in principle. A large
amount of information is available,
namely the sky co-ordinates and red-
shifts of ~ 6000 galaxies (e.g., Bardelli
et al. 2000; Quintana et al. 2000), an
important fraction of which is still un-
published, and which is still being ex-
panded,  in  order  to  fill  in  gaps  and
cover an even wider area (Quintana,
Proust et al., in preparation), in order to
assess  whether  a  “boundary”  of  the
supercluster can somewhere be dis-
cerned. Only a very limited part of the
available information, namely the posi-
tion of the caustics on the (r⊥, z) plane,
has been used in the present spherical
collapse models. In principle, the gal-
axy density at each point on this plane
can be used to refine the model, either
constraining it more strongly by assum-
ing that the galaxies trace the mass, or
determining both the mass density and
the  galaxy  density  from  the  full  two-
dimensional information (Reisenegger
et al., in preparation). However, this will
require a uniform redshift catalogue,
not available at present, since the avail-
able data are a collection of observa-
tions taken by different astronomers for
different purposes. In order to assess
the incompleteness of the present red-
shift catalogue, a complete and accu-
rate photometric catalogue of the re-
gion is being prepared (Slezak et al., in

Swimming pool 
of the Residencia

The swimming pool at the 
lowest floor of the Residencia
was introduced into the 
project as a part of the humidi-
fication system. However, it
also serves as an important
psychological element that
helps to overcome the harsh
living conditions, especially for
the permanent staff. 
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